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It’s 1985 and Lincoln (the owner and founder) is working in the family vineyard. 
At 21, he’s already spent years under the Hawkes Bay sun tending the 
grapevines and dabbling in the small kiwifruit block his father planted.

There’s another family business on the sideline though. Starting life making dog 
collars and then moving into general canvas work, Western Leather & Canvas 
has a growing customer base.

Seeing an opportunity, Lincoln takes a leap of faith and decides to exit the 
vineyard and take over the family canvas business. A bold step. 

Being a creative guy and always looking to improve things, he saw a great need 
amongst the local orchards for better products to harvest the abundant fruit that 
Hawkes Bay is renowned for.

An aluminium picking bucket was born. It was so innovative and different at the 
time that every orchard in the region wanted one. But, aluminium is not the most 
durable of materials so a plastic shelled bucket was quickly designed. While 
these old original buckets have long gone, this classic design of bucket can still 
be found in orchards all over New Zealand.

The range was extended to offer other types of picking bags and then leather 
pruning tool pouches. Always making something better, this philosophy of 
continuous improvement can be found throughout the entire organisation today. 

No longer just helping out Kiwi orchardists, Australian growers also enjoy the 
benefits of Harvestwear as well as many others across the UK and USA. And, 
there’s a few places in between.

While the company is no longer known as Western Leather & Canvas, the 
brand Harvestwear is well known around the New Zealand horticulture industry 
and many other countries for products that are well designed, will last for many 
years, and will make the job of harvesting fruit easier.
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Buckets & BaGS
For over thirty years, the Harvestwear team have 
designed, tested and altered its range of buckets and 
bags to offer the best. This range protects the fruit from 
the moment it is picked to the moment it is put in the bin, 
as well as the user’s body. 

Yieldmax Bucket

Regular Bucket

Kiwifruit bag

Picker‘s CHoice Bag

Picking Apron

Hoopbag
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The YieldMax is a premium fruit-picking bucket 
offering comfort and advanced fruit protection with 
its strong shaped shell.

With its kidney shaped shell and larger base, the Yieldmax 
bucket improves wearer’s comfort by fitting the body’s shape and 
enhancing the emptying process. It also reduces storage space and 
makes transporting easier as the buckets can be stacked on top of 
the other.  

• Strong and durable polyethylene shell with polyurethane 
foam casing 

• Tough, polyester, replaceable liner
• Simple, easy-to-use rope and hook catch system
• Two types of harnesses:

• Available in 28L (3/4 bushel) and 36L (1 bushel)

Technical Information

Yieldmax 
Buckets

o Cross-over: traditional style harness with two wide 
shoulder pads of high-density foam
o Support+: premium highly breathable and fully 
washable harness that spreads the weight over the 
maximum shoulder area

Ordering Codes

With Crossover harness

YM2810C             YM3610C        28          36

With Support+ harness

YM2810S             YM3610S        28          36

Yieldmax premium hard shell picking 
bucket with harness
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regular 
buckets

Also known as:

• Stonefruit BuckeT

• Small & Standard Apple bucket

• Tough, durable, polyethylene shell protecting the fruit from bruising
• Polyurethane foam casing
• Strong polyester liner 
• Abrasion resistant nylon wear strips around the edges
• Simple, easy-to use rope and hook catch system
• Long liner extension relieves back-strain when releasing fruit
• Available in either the traditional crossover harness or Harvestwear’s innovative 

Support+ harness
• Available in 14L (0.4 bushel), 21L (0.6 bushel) and 28L (0.8 bushel)

Technical Information

The regular bucket is an essential and timeless item of Harvestwear’s 
range

Designed and engineered for use in demanding situations, these buckets are exceptionally 
functional and simple to use. It is a standard model available in sizes from 14L to 28L and can 
be used for all types of harvesting, even of delicate fruits.

Ordering Codes

With Crossover harness

B21                       B28C     21          28

With Support+ harness

B14                       B28S    14          28

Hard shell picking bucket with 
harness
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Replacement Liners
These replacement liners give you the opportunity to extend your buckets’ life in 
only a few minutes. This option is available for the Yieldmax and the Regular bucket 
range.

Ordering Codes

Yieldmax YM2810L     28          

Regular Bucket B14L     14         

YM3610L   36          

B28L28          

Replacement Crossover square

Replacement rope Hooks and bolts (pair)

Replacement sidestraps - Braided rope (pair)

Replacement Harness Attachment assembly (pair)

Ordering Code B28CR   

Ordering Code B28.HR2

Ordering Code B28SR

Ordering Code B28D2S

Conversion Kit (Pair)

Ordering Code B28K

Replacements
PaRTS - Buckets

Not shown in picture. These come compete with bolts to attach to the back of the plastic shell.

Complete set of hooks with the bolts to attach there and the sideropes.
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Designed and engineered for hard 
work, this bag is exceptionally 
comfortable, functional and durable.

Harvestwear redesigned the traditional Australian 
fruit-picking bag to create a practical and durable 
product for the whole industry. Made from a 
heavy-duty cotton canvas, the Picker’s Choice is a 
reliable yet economical product.  

- Large and unobstructed mouth
- Tough and durable PVC coated polyester front that 
stiffens the fabric and protects the fruit from bruising 
and puncture damage
- Innovative Support+ harness, designed to improve 
productivity by reducing shoulder and back pain as it 
spends the weight over the maximum area
- Easy-to-empty system: webbing and dee-ring 
catches include convenient handles for quicker and 
simpler releasing
- Available in 33L (0.9 bushel) and 45L (1.3 bushel)

Technical Information

Picker’s choice
Bag

Ordering Codes

PC33        33          45 PC45     

Tough canvas picking bag 
with Support+ harness
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Picking Apron

Harvestwear’s apron combines the 
traditional fruit-picking bag design with the 
latest fabrics and construction methods. 
 
With their large capacity, the apron provides for volume 
harvesting. The openings are supported by strong plastic 
rods ensuring easy placement of the fruit through the 
sides or front of the bag. 

It is available in two different fabrics, cotton and nylon. 

• Harness shoulder padding made of waterproof, closed-cell foam with 50mm wide 
webbing straps

• Size adjustment loops sewn into the back of the webbing straps
• Tough and durable waist belt made of unbreakable metal buckle and adjuster
• Waterproof patch on the rear, to stop moisture from the fruit soaking through
• Simple and easy to use ring and hook system for emptying
• Available in Cotton and Nylon
• 36L (1 bushel) capacity

Technical Information

Ordering Codes

Cotton AC36     36          Nylon AN36     36          

36L lightweight nylon/cotton 
picking apron
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Kiwifruit
Bag

• Large, unobstructed mouth made of a lightweight aluminium hoop
• Strong and durable polyester fabric
• Flexible foam wall maintaining the mouth in a horizontal position 

and providing added protection to the fruit
• High density foam in shoulder pads and lumbar support straps for 

extra comfort
• Available in 25L (0.7 bushel) and 45L (1.3 bushel)

Technical Information

Ordering Codes

KB2505     25          

With its unobstructed access to the bag’s mouth, its 
ability to adjust the holding capacity, and its comfortable 
harness, the Kiwifruit bag is the perfect ally of every 
picker. 

KB4505     45          

Hoop mouth soft shell picking bag with 
open access harness
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HoopBag

• Steel hoop at mouth holds the bag open
• Adjustable harness straps, padded with high density 

and firm polyurethane foam, for maximum comfort.
• Non-rusting, non-swivelling brass snaphook with 

convenient webbing handle to support the bag’s 
weight when detaching the ring.

• PVC reinforced back and heavy duty cotton canvas for 
a long-lasting bag. 

• Available in 33L (0.9 bushel) with a 3 point harness 
and 40L (1.1 bushel) with a 4 point harness

Technical Information

Ordering Codes

HC333     33          

This soft-walled bag is ideal when picking 
fruits that isn’t easily bruised or in pergola-type 
orchards. It’s easy to use as fruit can either be 
placed through the sides or between the front 
straps. The emptying system is as simple, just 
release the snaphook whilst holding on to the 
webbing handle. 

40          HC404    

Ordering Codes

Replacement 3pt harness HC33.H3PT      

Snap hook Assembly HC33.SA3    

replacement 
partS

Hoop mouth tough canvas picking 
bag with harness

  

Replacement 4pt harness HC33.H4PT      
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Cherry
Harvester

• Strong wire frame with comfortable fabric body pad
• 50 mm wide webbing shoulder straps and waist belt for extra 

support
• Pivotable frame keeps the pail horizontal at all times, reducing 

any fruit motion and bruising
• Wire frame only, bucket is not supplied

Technical Information

Ordering Code CH10     

This practical and functional cherry harvester helps 
reduce the handling of delicate fruit to a minimum, 
allowing less bruising and therefore improving the 
orchards’ profitability. 
The harvester itself consists of a wire frame designed 
to hold a 10L pail. When full, it simply lifts out and an 
empty pail can be inserted. 
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Ordering Code YMSHW  

Support
+ 

Harness
Harvestwear’s Support+ harness incorporates multiple innovations, 
providing better support and comfort to the picker. 

• Weight spread over the maximum shoulder area, reducing back 
and shoulder pain

• Highly breathable and fully washable
• Orange colour, increasing the visibility and safety of the workers 

in the orchards
• Customizable on the back with tag name
• 4 points attachment
• One size fits all
• Included with the purchase of a Picker’s Choice Bag and the 

Regular Bucket, and if specified with the Yieldmax Bucket
• Can be purchased separately as a replacement part

Technical Information

Crossover
 
Harness

This traditional style harness evenly spreads the weight of the harvest 
over the shoulder and back area, improving the worker’s comfort. 

• Adjustable harness straps, padded with 
high density and firm polyurethane foam, 
for maximum comfort

• Weight spread over the maximum shoulder 
area, reducing back and shoulder pain

• Two wide shoulder pads
• 4 points attachment
• One size fits all
• Included with the purchase of 40L hoopbag, 

and if specified with the Yieldmax Bucket
• Can be purchased separately as a 

replacement part

Technical Information

Ordering Code B28HW  
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Tool Pouches

Secateur pouch

Saw pouch

webbing belt

Made in Invercargill, those pouches represent the high 
quality of New Zealand’s craftmanship. With quality 
materials and ergonomic design, they will help you  
prepare your orchards and vineyards for the next season. 

horticulture apron

tie pouch
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These secateur pouches are an essential addition to 
your tool management system. Use them to store your 
secateurs safely on your side while you are pruning. 

Ordering Code SP10

Secateur Pouch - Standard

Ordering Codes

Left handed SLP103L

Secateur/Lopper Pouch 

Right handed SLP103R

Ordering Code PSASP11

PSA Sanitiser Secateur Pouch

Technical Information
• Durable and heavy duty leather 

pouch
• Riveted at stress points for additional 

strength and longer life
• Fits any belt up to 35mm wide 
• Leather extends beyond the secateur  

points protecting the wearer.

Technical Information
• Durable and heavy duty leather pouch 
• Riveted at stress points for additional strength and 

longer life
• Fits any belt up to 35mm wide 
• Available with a PVC-coated webbing or a wire 

holding loop for loppers.
• Tools not supplied

Technical Information

• Innovative pouch to immerse secateur 
in sanitising liquid during pruning

• Heavy duty foam/polyester laminate 
fabric holding a 900ml impact-resistant 
container

• 25mm adjustable belt with quick-
release buckle

• Suits either “Anvil” or “Bypass” type 
secateurs

• Tool not supplied

- with wire loop for loppers

Left handed SLW103L

Right handed SLW103R

- with PVC coated webbing loop for loppers

Secateur 
pouch
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Horticulture 
Apron

Harvestwear offers a couple of choices of horticulture 
apron for holding all the necessary tools when out in the 
field. Exceptionally strong and reinforced for longer life, 
Harvestwear horticulture aprons are the ideal partner for 
every pruner. 

These pouches hold secateurs and loppers as well as having large capacity 
central pockets for vine ties and other accessories. 

Ordering Codes

Single Pocket - Left handed HA514L

Horticulture Apron - Polyester

Single Pocket - Right handed HA514R

PSASP11

• Constructed from tough PVC-coated polyester fabric that doesn’t 
absorb water

• Lightweight heavy duty polyester and vinyl construction
• Riveted and double stitched at stress points for additional 

strength and longer life
• Sewn-on belt adjusts to 130cm

Technical Information

• 2mm thick chrome tanned leather
• Riveted at stress points for additional strength and 

longer life
• Sewn-on belt adjusts to 130cm
• Tools not supplied

Technical Information

Ordering Codes

Left handed HA20L

Horticulture Apron - Leather

Right handed HA20R

Technical Information

Double Pocket - Left handed HA524L

Double Pocket - Right handed HA524R
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Saw Pouch

Saw Pouch - 25 cm straight blade

Ordering Codes

Left handed SB25L

Right handed SB25R

Technical Information

• Holds straight blade saw with 25cm blade
• Made from tough 3.5mm veg tanned leather
• Saw not supplied

Ordering Codes

Left handed CB35L

Right handed CB35R

Technical Information

• Hold curved blade saw with 35cm blade
• Made from tough 3.5mm veg tanned leather
• Available with secateur pouch
• Saw not supplied

Left handed CB35SL

Right handed CB35SR

- with secateur pouch 
Saw Pouch - 35 cm curved blade

Harvestwear saw pouches incorporate 
a unique UHMW wear strip on the blade 
side. This protects the blade from damage 
on metal rivets and also prolongs the life 
of the pouch.

- standard

Left handed CB35RL

Right handed CB35RR

Left handed CB35SRL

Right handed CB35SRR

- with secateur pouch  and roller

- with roller

Saw Pouch - 35 cm curved blade with roller
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Technical Information

Tie Pouch

Tie Pouch Nylon  - without belt

Ordering Codes

Single Pocket TN512

Double Pocket TN522

Technical Information

• Constructed from tough polyester PVC-coated fabric
• Available with single or double pocket
• Takes any belt up to 40mm width or is available with 25mm belt already 

attached, adjustable to 130cm

Single Pocket with belt TNB512

Single Pocket with large capacity TN615

Technical Information

• With easy-to-use, adjustable buckle
• Adjusts up to 130cm
• Available in 25mm and 50mm width
• For use with all Harvestwear pouches

Ordering Codes

SP10B   25          50          SP50B    

Webbing Belt

These versatile pouches have large capacity pockets for holding 
vine ties and other pruning equipment. 

Double Pocket with belt TNB522

Tie Pouch Nylon  - with belt
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OTHER
paint bottle 

holder

Technical Information

• Constructed from 3.5mm 
durable leather

• PVC ‘apron’ to protect clothes 
from paint

• Holds ‘Garrison’ or ‘Bacseal’ 
paint bottle, upright or inverted.

Ordering Code PB10  

Essential accessory to ensure that 
fungal protection paint is ready to use 
when making large pruning cuts
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Technical Information

• Lighweight and easy to handle
• Elasticised corner cords for attachment to the 

bin
• Available in 2 sizes, 1200 x 1200 and 1560 x 

1020

Ordering Codes

Bin Cover

Harvestwear bin covers are made from LightBloc, a technically advanced 
polyethylene cloth with a special reflective coating to reflect strong 
summer sunlight, ultraviolet rays and the consequent heat generation 
 
With its ability to reflect the light, repress the heat absorption and help to block UV rays, this 
bin cover will  protect your freshly picked fruit. Industry studies have shown exposure of fruit 
to temperatures over 25°C has a cumulative detrimental effect on its shelf life. Scientifically-
controlled experiments have shown Harvestwear’s LightBloc to be capable of keeping fruit 
temperature below the ambient air temperature - even when the bin is
placed in direct sunlight.

A blackout coating laminated on the reverse side eliminates light transfer through the cloth. The 
woven, laminated construction means LightBloc can be used effectively in applications requiring 
water resistance. LightBloc bincovers are lightweight, easy to handle and incorporate simple 
elastic straps in each corner to secure to the bin. 

1200 x 1200: B120

1560 x 1020: B156

Special bin covers are available 
for plastic bins with an elastic 
gusset that comes over the 
sides. 
For more information get in touch 
with our sales team, 
sales@harvestwear.co.nz
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Harvestwear values your feedback

Without it our products would not be what they are today. 

So please, feel free to get in touch with our team and let us know how we 
could improve our products, or even create a new one answering your 
specific needs. 

Also, if for any reason you are not satisfied with a product or have any 
comments you would like to share, please do! 

You can reach us via email  at sales@harvestwear.co.nz

Or on social media:

Feedback

Harvestwear



employees or members of the public. Zenitec will also not be liable for any loss 
or profit, contracts or other consequential loss of any kind as a result of any act or 
omission of Zenitec however caused.

The Harvestwear products are manufactured by Zenitec.  
Zenitec warrants all products to be free of defective materials or faulty 
workmanship under normal use for a period of six months from the date of 
purchase. Zenitec will, at its discretion, repair or replace the defective product free 
of charge if the buyer notifies Zenitec of the defect within the warranty period. 
Zenitec will not be liable for consequential loss or damage in any circumstance.

Every care has been taken to ensure the information given in this catalogue 
is correct at the time of going to print. However, we reserve the right to alter 
any information or designs without notice in line with our policy of continuous 
improvements.

No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form without the prior written 
permission of Zenitec.

Zenitec will not be liable for damage to property or injury to persons resulting from 
improper or negligent use of the goods by the customer, his/her agents or

our guarantee

warranty DISCLAIMER

copyrightLIABILITY
Harvestwear
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